
Celebrate the Rose Festival!
Exclusively at our Columbus  

Garden Center location.June 7-9, 2024 Stay tuned via Social Media.

35 Acres of Gardening Pleasure
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Welcome to Central Ohio’s Rose Headquarters. We invite you to inspect and compare our quality roses. We have over 300 varieties and over 10,000 
plants available. We doubt you will find a more complete selection of quality hand-potted roses. Virtually all of our potted roses are No.1 grade, two 

years old, and ready to plant. They have been hand-groomed with the finest materials available so you can plant successfully all season. 

With the convenience of four locations and our commitment to provide quality products and customer service, we invite you to  
explore and experience 35 acres of gardening pleasure.

MISTER LINCOLN, Hybrid Tea. A standard for red roses. Rich, 
velvety, deep red. Large double blooms. Strong damask scent. 
1965 AARS winner. ..................................................... $29.99

OKLAHOMA, Hybrid Tea. Dark black red with an exceptionally 
intense rose scent. It has won its place as the Oklahoma state  
flower.  ......................................................................... $29.99

OPENING NIGHT™, Hybrid Tea. A brilliant performer.  
Clear, crimson buds, velvet red blooms. Excellent cut flower  
with a light sweet fragrance. Very cold hardy. 1998 AARS  
winner ................................................................................ $29.99

VETERANS HONOR®, Hybrid Tea. Tall, vigorous shrub proudly 
displays bright red, well-formed blooms that last! Light raspberry 
fragrance ............................................................................ $34.99

  PINK
ALL DRESSED UP™, Grandiflora. Globular quartered  
and double pink blooms on a medium tall plant. Mild  
tea fragrance ...................................................................... $34.99

ALL MY LOVING™, A true hybrid tea with one large flower per 
stem. Dazzling pink color holds until the petals drop. Vigorous, 
thriving in a variety of climates ........................................ $34.99

BALL GOWN™ ROMANTICA®†, Hybrid Tea. Luxurious 
blooms of romantic swirls of pink petals dance and captivate 
with intense sweet rose fragrance. The dense blooms  
have an extended vase life and are a stunning cut  
flower.  NEW ..............................................................$34.99

BEVERLY™ ELEGANZA®†, Hybrid Tea. Large, perfect  
light pink blooms with an over-the-top fragrance of citrus &  
fruit.  ........................................................................... $29.99

BIG MOMMA™, Hybrid Tea. A big, pink, very fragrant Hybrid 
Tea rose. It makes a nice cutting rose. It has a high petal count 
and strong scent of roses and fruit.  ........................... $34.99

BLISS PARFUMA®†, Grandiflora. A delicate, creamy pink 
blend rose with an apricot center. Very double blooms are 
clustered in a romantic cupped bloom form. Blooms for you in 
flushes throughout the season. Exceptional disease resistance. 
Light fragrance .................................................................. $34.99

CINNAMON DOLCE™, Hybrid Tea. A vigorous, upright plant 
with exhibition-quality blooms. Reddish petals speckled with 
pink to deep pink speckled red. Resistant to mildew and  
rust, cold hardy, with the bonus of an intense verbena and  
citrus scent.  NEW ....................................................$34.99

DEE-LISH®†, Hybrid Tea. Large, deep pink, non-fading blooms. 
Very strong verbena/citrus fragrance.  ....................... $29.99

DELLA REESE™, Hybrid Tea. An upright shrub with fully 
double blooms in shades of fuchsia and magenta. Long stems, 
excellent for cutting. Strongly Fragrant. ................... $29.99 

FALLING IN LOVE™, Hybrid Tea. Full, shapely large blooms. 
Warm pink with a creamy porcelain reverse. Intensely scented 
with rose and fruit. Long vase life.  ............................ $34.99

FIJI™ ELEGANZA®†, Hybrid Tea. Dark cherry pink with frilled 
edges. Classic hybrid tea blooms with modern disease  
resistance ........................................................................... $34.99

FIRST PRIZE, Hybrid Tea. Top exhibition rose. Large,  
high centered blooms of blended rose-pink. 1970 AARS  
winner ................................................................................ $29.99

GRANDE DAME™, Hybrid Tea. Nodding clusters of full, old-
fashioned blooms of rich rose pink. Intense old rose scent. Tall 
shrub, deep green leaves, low-thorned stems.  ............ $34.99

 HYBRID TEA & GRANDIFLORAS 

Large flowers on long stems generally 
borne one per stem, sometimes in  
clusters. Medium to tall habit.  
Plants are usually grafted. 

  RED

BLACK BACCARA™, Hybrid Tea. The velvety texture and unique 
dark burgundy-red color with black tinges adds instant drama to 
your garden ........................................................................ $29.99

BLACK MAGIC®, Hybrid Tea. Very dark red bloom, high 
centered form ..................................................................... $29.99

CHRYSLER IMPERIAL, Hybrid Tea. The landmark for reds in 
velvety dark, classic form. Intense damask rose fragrance. 1953 
AARS winner. .............................................................. $29.99

FIREFIGHTER®, Hybrid Tea. A classic rose – large, formal 
dusky velvet-red blooms on long cutting stems with intense,  
old rose scent. The first rose to sponsor the “Remember Me” 
(9-11) garden fund.  .................................................. $34.99

FOREVER YOURS™, Hybrid Tea. Large, fire-engine red blooms 
contrast with dark green glossy leaves for the classic hybrid tea 
look. Excellent cutting flower. Moderately fragrant .......... $29.99

INGRID BERGMAN, Hybrid Tea. From Denmark. Full, brilliant 
red blooms. Compact, yet vigorous and hardy with a moderate 
spice scent .......................................................................... $29.99

LET FREEDOM RING™, Hybrid Tea. This striking red rose 
was created by WWII veteran and amateur hybridizer, Ernest 
Earman. The color intensifies in cooler weather, making it a 
great choice for a variety of climates. Light but sweet fragrance. 
Long vase life. Remarkably disease resistant .................... $34.99
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PERFUME DELIGHT, Hybrid Tea. Large, shapely, deep rose  
pink blooms. Very strong damask fragrance. 1974 AARS  
winner.  ........................................................................... $29.99

PERFUME FACTORY™, Hybrid Tea. This aromatic superstar has 
large, pink blooms that carry lavender-plum hues in cooler weather. 
Flowers reach 4”across and boast layers of soft petals and a strong 
spicy-fruity scent. The bushy, upright plants are perfect for creating a 
perfumed walkway or adding bold color to sunny borders. Excellent 
resistance to powdery mildew and rust.  ........................... $34.99

QUEEN ELIZABETH, Grandiflora. Profuse, long-stemmed 
clusters of full, clear pink blooms. Tea rose fragrance. The very 
first Grandiflora rose!! 1955 AARS winner ...........................$29.99

SAVANNAH™ SUNBELT®†, Hybrid Tea. Scrumptious blooms 
with an over-abundance of petals going from powder pink to 
deep salmon-pink.. Compact bush produces fragrant, very double 
blooms. 2015 winner of Overall Best Rose, best hybrid Tea rose 
and most fragrant rose at the Biltmore Rose Trial. Very hardy and 
disease resistant.  ........................................................... $34.99

STILETTO™, Hybrid Tea. Deep, non-fading, exhibition-type 
magenta-pink blooms over glossy dark green leaves. Strong 
fragrance.  .....................................................................$34.99

THE MCCARTNEY ROSE®, Hybrid Tea. Large, deep pink  
buds mature into massive blooms. Intoxicating sweet candy  
scent.  .......................................................................... $29.99

TIFFANY, Hybrid Tea. Lovely, classically-formed, cool-pink 
blooms with a golden glow at the heart, and very fragrant as 
well!  ........................................................................... $34.99

UPTOWN GIRL®, Grandiflora. An old-fashioned style rose  
with the “quartered” look typical of English roses. Its petals  
are tucked into a cup shape, in ranks with a scalloped 
appearance. Medium-sized, coral-pink flowers feature a  
darker reverse and outstanding color retention. If you  
haven’t tried grandifloras, this is a great beginner’s rose,  
thanks to its resistance to rust, powdery mildew, and downy 
mildew. Sweet-fruity fragrance .......................................... $34.99

WWII MEMORIAL ROSE™, Hybrid Tea. Light pink, high-
centered rose honoring WWII Veterans. Wonderfully strong sweet 
fragrance. ................................................................... $29.99

  YELLOW
CH-CHING!™, Grandiflora. Long-lasting, glowing yellow 
blooms. Strong sweet spice and fruit fragrance. Vigorous, 
consistent performer like its parent, “Strike It  
Rich®”.  ...................................................................... $34.99 

CHANTILLY CREAM™, Hybrid Tea. An overall full plant with 
double flowers creates an old-fashioned look, and the bush is 
nice and vigorous. Despite the soft yellow blooms being on the 
light side, this rose stands up to the heat of the summer sun, and 
its hues are long lasting. The strong, very sweet fragrance will 
enthrall the olfactory senses of any person fortunate enough to 
happen across your garden. It also features very strong disease 
resistance.  ................................................................... $34.99

GOLD GLOW™, Hybrid Tea. The 4” flower appears gold when 
first opening. Transitions from yellow to lemon then cream 
starting at the outer petals. With a very full bloom and a  
40+ petal count, Gold Glow rose is very fragrant and a  
repeat bloomer. A vigorous, sturdy, upright. Dark green  
leaves.  ........................................................................ $29.99

GOLD MEDAL®, Grandiflora. The very vigorous plant gives 
a nearly constant supply of shapely dark gold buds brushed 
with orange and deep golden yellow flowers rich with fruity 
fragrance. The long stems are low-thorned. Disease resistant 
deep green foliage. Deeper color in cooler weather. Light  
spicy-fruit scent .................................................................. $29.99

GOOD AS GOLD™, Grandiflora. Double, formal, medium 
large blooms in deep yellow-gold blend with touches of red at 
the finish. More orange-yellow in cooler weather. Refreshing 
grapefruit and citrus fragrance ......................................... $34.99

HAPPY GO LUCKY™, Grandiflora. Full, big blooms in pure, 
happy yellow. Fruity tea scent. Showy habit excellent disease 
resistance. A carefree addition to the garden .................... $34.99

HENRY FONDA, Hybrid Tea. Immensely popular, Henry Fonda 
boasts distinctly deep yellow blossoms surrounded by deep green 
and clean foliage. This rose shows remarkable vigor and disease 
resistance all season .......................................................... $29.99

HONEY DIJON™, Grandiflora. A darling of floral designers for 
weddings and events. Large golden to tan honey blooms make 
it unique. Buds start out brighter honey with a pink tinge on 
the outermost petals and then open up to a soft tan color, fading 
with age. Unique, timeless and beautiful rose addition to your 
garden color palette. Strong fruity fragrance.  ........... $34.99

MELLOW YELLOW, Hybrid Tea. An offspring of award-winning 
“Midas Touch™. Non-fading full blooms in clear yellow. Long 
stems, fruity fragrance, vigorous, upright growth. ........... $34.99

MICHELANGELO™†, Hybrid Tea. Strong, sweet lemony scent 
exudes from old-fashioned rich golden blooms. Upright, long 
stems, dark green foliage.  ......................................... $29.99

MIDAS TOUCH™, Hybrid Tea. Long-lasting, stunning neon 
yellow color. Vigorous, productive with fruity fragrance.  
One of the most cold-hardy of the yellow Hybrid Teas. 1994  
AARS winner....................................................................... $29.99

HEAVENLY SCENTED™, Hybrid Tea. Gorgeous long-stemmed 
rose in a beautiful conch pink. Strong, sweet fragrance travels 
with each cut flower. An upright habit and strong resistance to 
most common rose diseases, including downy mildew and rust. 
Good color retention means that these roses won’t lose their 
bright prawn-pink hue in the sun.  ............................ $34.99

LIV TYLER™, Hybrid Tea. Coral pink flower, strongly quartered, 
on long strong stems – perfect for cutting. Strong ripe apricot & 
peach fragrance.  ........................................................ $29.99

MEMORIAL DAY™, Hybrid Tea. Huge, fully-petaled orchid 
pink blooms with powerful, room-filling damask fragrance. 
Extremely vigorous and productive. 2004 AARS award  
winner.  ....................................................................... $34.99

MEREDITH, Hybrid Tea. The elegant, classically formed 
blooms of soft pastel pink carry New Zealand parentage, a rose 
known for its exhibition quality and exceptional fragrance. The 
color and rich scent hold throughout the life of the flower. Hardy 
& disease resistant. Grow this rose as a tribute to “Great Moms” 
everywhere. Strong sweet rose fragrance.  ................. $29.99

MISS MANNERS™, Grandiflora. An old-fashioned beauty with 
a practical nature. Miss Manners will take your rudest winters 
and impolite garden pests with grace and poise. Shapely buds 
open to heavily petaled deep pink flower on a compact shrub 
with an old-fashioned, English-style appearance and a moderate 
fruity scent. Hardy to at least zone 5 with excellent disease 
resistance. NEW 2024 ....................................................$34.99

MOTHER OF PEARL®†, Grandiflora. Named the Best Shrub 
Rose by Birds and Bloom in 2014. Its winter hardiness and high 
resistance to black spot make this a popular rose for both cooler 
and hot and humid climates. Medium buds open to display 
light pink blossoms with peachy overtones. It blooms in flushes 
throughout the season. Light, fresh fragrance ................. $34.99

NEW ZEALAND, Hybrid Tea. Though its large, luminous shell 
pink blooms open a little too fast for exhibition, New Zealand 
has everything else going for it. The foliage is very dark green 
with a lustrous quality that is surprisingly clean. Since its 
introduction, this beauty has maintained its popularity simply 
because its intense honeysuckle fragrance keeps finding new 
noses. Its vigor will require you to disbud the many side buds  
if you want long stemmed single flowers, but let them all  
bloom and you can cut big sprays of large, aromatic  
flowers.  .......................................................................... $29.99
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POPE JOHN PAUL II, Hybrid Tea. Fully-petalled, well-formed 
blooms in luminous, pure white. Strong, fresh citrus scent. Good 
cutting rose. Top-rated disease resistance & vigor.  ..... $34.99 

QUEEN MARY 2™, Hybrid Tea. High centered buds open  
to large white petals. Strong sweet rose and banana  
fragrance. ................................................................... $34.99 

SECRET’S OUT!™, Hybrid Tea. All traces of pink color found in 
the original Secret rose have disappeared in this alluring sport, 
but every bit of its powerful spicy fragrance remains. The pure 
white, high-centered, exhibition quality flowers add refreshing 
coolness to borders and bouquets, while at the same time 
perfuming the air for days. Superior plant performance, disease 
resistance, hardiness and generous bloom production, all traits 
inherited from the original version that have kept it so popular 
through the years.  ..................................................... $34.99 

SHIRLEY’S BOUQUET™, Hybrid Tea. Pure white flowers  
on a medium height shrub. Intense sweet rose  
fragrance. ................................................................... $29.99 

SUGAR MOON™, Hybrid Tea. Pure luminous white classical 
blooms. Intensely sweet citrus and rose perfume. Tall shrub with 
black-green foliage makes the blooms pop!  ............... $34.99

  ORANGE/APRICOT

APRICOTS N’ CREAM™, Hybrid Tea. Look no further for a 
beautiful, versatile, and vigorous rose! The ivory to apricot 
blooms contrasts beautifully with the dark green, glossy foliage. 
It has an excellent disease resistance and is very compact for  
a hybrid tea. It is perfect for filling a small, but sunny area  
of the landscape. Blooms in waves, with a moderate sweet  
rose scent. NEW ...............................................................$34.99

BEAUTIFUL DAY™, Hybrid Tea. Huge buds open into 
exceptionally large apricot blossoms on long stems ........ $29.99

FRAGRANT CLOUD, Hybrid Tea. Rich orange-red buds  
open to bright coral blooms. Intense fragrance & glossy  
foliage.  ....................................................................... $29.99

JUST JOEY, Hybrid Tea. Elected to the WFRS Hall of Fame in 
1994, this free-blooming bush produces exceptionally beautiful 
buff-orange to soft apricot blooms that have a classic, but loose, 
form. Intense fruity fragrance.  .................................. $34.99

LASTING PEACE™, Grandiflora. Luminous coral-orange  
or coral-pink blends that repeat in flushes all season.  
Remove spent blooms to encourage re-blooming. Strong  
disease resistance. Excellent for foundations and cut  
flowers. NEW ...................................................................$29.99

MEDALLION®, Hybrid Tea. Long pointed buds open into awesome, 
huge double blooms whose color is a bold, clear apricot. An extremely 
vigorous upright plant with dark leathery, green leaves and moderate 
sweet fragrance. 1973 AARS winner  .........................................$29.99

NEW YEAR, Grandiflora. Golden and orange blends. Excellent 
disease resistance, and nearly thornless! 1987 AARS winner .....$29.99

SEDONA®, Hybrid Tea. Elegantly sculpted petals display peaceful 
tones of coral, rose, red and peach on sturdy, high-centered 
blooms. The distinctively pointed bud swirls open gently to release 
an enticing fruity-pear fragrance. The exhibition-quality blooms 
develop richer shades of red in warmer climates with coral and 
pink hues dominating in colder climates.  ................. $34.99

SUNSET CELEBRATION™, Hybrid Tea. Sometimes sunset hues are 
apricot burnished with cream, sometimes amber-orange blushed with 
warm pink and sometimes a clear warm rich peach. It just depends on 
which sunset. Deeper colors in cooler conditions. All these colors can 
come forth from this attractive well-formed Hybrid Tea, depending on 
your locale. Clean green foliage and long stemmed blossoms. Winner 
of many international awards, including AARS in 1998. Moderate fruit 
fragrance. NEW ................................................................$34.99

MOONLIGHT ROMANTICA®†, Hybrid Tea. This rose  
displays large light yellow fully double fragrant  
blooms.  ...................................................................... $34.99

NEW DAY, Hybrid Tea. A proven favorite. Disease resistant  
and cold hardy, produces excellent mimosa-yellow blooms  
with good form and a spicy fragrance. Blooms all season  
long.  ........................................................................... $29.99

PHYLLIS DILLER™, Grandiflora. Strong Bold Yellow, large  
4-5” blooms with moderate fruity fragrance. Good Cut  
flower. NEW .....................................................................$29.99

RADIANT PERFUME, Grandiflora. This stunning deep yellow 
garden rose exudes a strong, lemony perfume that will stop  
you in your tracks. It is a looker in the landscape, boasting 
graceful form and a richly golden color. Great for cut flowers, 
too.  .............................................................................. $34.99

ST. PATRICK®, Hybrid Tea. Chartreuse buds open to long 
lasting, soft yellow-gold flowers tinged with green. Sweet 
fragrance. 1996 AARS winner ............................................ $34.99

  WHITE
FULL SAIL, Hybrid Tea. Heavy honeysuckle perfume adorns this 
sport of “New Zealand”. Bright white, beautifully formed blooms. 
Glossy, disease-resistant foliage.  ................................ $29.99

HONOR™, Hybrid Tea. Produces huge, well-formed clear white 
blooms on tall vigorous stems with the gentlest touch of cream. 
Large dark green leaves have bronzy-red new growth and are 
disease resistant. Can grow 4-6’ tall. Excellent cut rose with a 
light tea-rose fragrance ..................................................... $34.99

JOHN F. KENNEDY, Hybrid Tea. A pure white, disease resistant 
rose with a strong fruity fragrance.  .......................... $29.99

PASCALI®, Hybrid Tea. Lightly fragrant, creamy clear white 
flowers have a classic exhibition-style form, borne one to a  
stem on a vigorous compact repeat blooming bush with dark 
green foliage ...................................................................... $29.99 
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KEY
 denotes intense fragrance                        † denotes own root  

  BLENDS

ALL AMERICAN MAGIC™†, Grandiflora. With red, pink, and 
yellow stripes, this variety is a burst of color just like Fourth of 
July fireworks. A repeat bloomer, her medium-sized blooms give 
off a mild raspberry scent. She’s the perfect showy rose for your 
garden or floral arrangement. NEW...............................$34.99

ANNA’S PROMISE®, Grandiflora. The first in the “Downton 
Abbey” Collection. Double blooms in a golden-tan with  
pink blush and a copper-orange reverse. Fruit and spice  
scent ................................................................................... $34.99

ARIZONA, Grandiflora. With all the colors of a sunset seen 
while driving across Arizona. Perfect blooms whose coloring is a 
blend of striking orange, bronze and rich gold. A strong upright 
bush with glossy, rich green leaves. Strong sweet fragrance. 1975 
AARS winner. .............................................................. $29.99

AVANTE GARDE™, Hybrid Tea. A mélange of carmine-red 
& white with an endless variation of dots, stripes & patches. 
Immaculate blooms whose petals cascade evenly from a pointed 
bud into a symmetrical, exhibition shape; large, leathery, 
healthy leaves & proportionate long stems; popular garden rose 
and terrific cutting rose. NEW ........................................$29.99

BEST KEPT SECRET™, Hybrid Tea. White with pink edges, an 
exhibition type flower on a very compact plant. It has dark green 
glossy foliage, and a strong citrus fragrance. Excellent disease 
resistance for rust and mildew  ........................................$34.99

CALIFORNIA DREAMIN’™, Hybrid Tea. White and cream blooms 
with strong pink edges. Heavenly citrus fragrance.  ........$29.99

CHERRIES & CHAMPAGNE™†, Hybrid Tea. A little bit fancy 
and truly a treat, Cherries & Champagne™ holds a glamorous 
surprise! Red to deep pink cuplike petals open to reveal a creamy 
yellow reverse. The abundant and large double blooms pop 
against glossy foliage and offer a light sweet fragrance, making 
this rose irresistible. NEW 2024 .....................................$34.99

CHERRY PARFAIT™†, Grandiflora. Outstanding color. White 
blooms with vermillion edges. Rounded habit. Heat tolerant, 
disease resistant. Mild sweet fragrance .............................. $29.99

CHICAGO PEACE, Hybrid Tea. Big pink-yellow-copper blooms 
similar to “Peace”. Vigorous. Light fruity scent ................ $29.99

CHRIS EVERT, Hybrid Tea. Melon orange blooms blushed with 
scarlet tips. Fruity fragrance & clean foliage .................... $29.99

CRAZY LOVE™ SUNBELT®†, Grandiflora. The large clusters of 
multi-colored blooms will make your heart skip a beat. Copper, 
orange, yellow, and pink meld together to create the exceptional 
color of this rose and accompany an exquisite fragrance. 
Outstanding health and vigor make this plant a stand-out choice 
to bring home to your garden ............................................ $29.99

DARK NIGHT™, Hybrid Tea. Dark velvety red with a cream yellow 
reverse make a striking bloom. Subtle fragrance ................ $34.99

DICK CLARK, Grandiflora. Black-red buds spiral open to cream 
blooms edged & washed with vibrant cherry pink. Ever-changing 
color darkens to burgundy then dark red. Cinnamon spice 
fragrance. 2011 AARS winner ............................................ $34.99

DOUBLE DELIGHT, Hybrid Tea. Creamy white with rosy red 
edges. No two blooms the same. Strong, spicy rose fragrance. A 
perennial favorite rose. 1977 AARS winner.   ...............$29.99

TROPICANA, Hybrid Tea. Long stemmed, fully double blooms 
in clear coral orange. Raspberry and lime fragrance. 1963 AARS 
winner ................................................................................ $29.99

  LAVENDER/PURPLE
BARBRA STREISAND, Hybrid Tea. Large, richly blended 
lavender blooms with dark glossy foliage on and bushy, upright 
plant. Powerful rose and citrus fragrance.  ............... $34.99

BLUE GIRL, Hybrid Tea. Perfect, classic form with silvery-lilac-
lavender color. Tinge of pink at the edges. Fruity scent. Vigorous. 
Blue Girl was a breakthrough in “blue” roses in 1964. Very 
disease resistant ................................................................. $29.99

FRAGRANT PLUM, Grandiflora. Smoky lavender blossoms  
with a purple blush on long cutting stems. Strong fruit 
fragrance. ................................................................... $29.99

HEIRLOOM, Hybrid Tea. Shapely lilac and lavender blooms 
with a strong sweet perfume blending scents of wine, apple and 
raspberry. Dark glossy foliage and long stems.  ......... $29.99

MOONLIGHT MAGIC, Hybrid Tea. These ruffled blossoms 
delicately whisper lavender and gently emit wisps of citrus 
fragrance. But don’t let the fragile appearance fool you because 
this bush is surprisingly hardy and disease resistant ....... $29.99

NEPTUNE™, Hybrid Tea. You’ll idolize the big blossoms of 
luscious lavender tinged with just a touch of purple. Abundant 
blooms arrive on a praise-worthy plant with large glossy green 
leaves, good vigor and strong vitality. Strong citrus rose scent 
will turn your head from across the yard! It’s no myth, just take 
a whiff! Best bloom size in cooler temps.  ................. $34.99

TWILIGHT ZONE™, Grandiflora. Big, old-fashioned, fully 
double blooms of a deep velvet purple. Intense clove and lemon 
fragrance. Dark green foliage covers the medium rounded, 
slightly spreading bush.   ........................................... $34.99
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MAKE ME BLUSH™, Hybrid Tea. Large, true tea flowers  
4 to 5 inches across start as lovely pointed buds in early  
summer open to light-yellow flowers blushed in cameo pink. 
Reblooms in flushes. Vigorous, cold hardy and very disease 
resistant plants can grow to five feet tall. Moderately fruity  
scent. NEW 2024 ............................................................$34.99

MAUI SUNRISE™,Hybrid Tea. Magnificent blend of golden 
peach tipped in pink, changing colors with the weather. Large 
double, cupped and ruffled roses. Healthy glossy foliage. An 
instant favorite with a strong heavenly citrus & honey fragrance 
and glowing colors.  NEW 2024.............................$29.99

MAURICE UTRILLO™, Hybrid Tea. Clusters of double blooms 
of bright red with contrasting stripes of yellow and cream. 
Painter’s Collection™ Series .............................................. $29.99

MERCURY RISING, Hybrid Tea. A more vigorous version  
of “Gemini”. Cream with yellow center and coral-pink  
edges ................................................................................... $34.99

MIKADO™, Hybrid Tea. Scarlet and yellow. Brilliant luminous 
light scarlet, suffused with yellow at base. Fully double, borne 
in mostly solitary, exhibition bloom form. Blooms in flushes 
throughout the season. Mild fragrance............................. $29.99

MOONSTONE™, Hybrid Tea. Large porcelain-white blooms 
finely edged in pink. Mild tea rose fragrance. Excellent show  
rose ..................................................................................... $34.99

NEIL DIAMOND, Hybrid Tea. Intense, sweet rose perfume is 
featured on a classic rose form, but with fun-filled pink and 
white stripes! . ............................................................. $34.99

NICOLE CAROL MILLER, Grandiflora. Named in honor of  
a victim on 9/11 flight 93. Pale lavender mixed with intense  
mauve and pink. High centered buds and a strong citrus  
fragrance.  ....................................................................... $29.99

OVER THE MOON™, Hybrid Tea. You will be Over the Moon 
with this lovely apricot Hybrid Tea with yellow reverse petals. 
A light fruity fragrance on large 5” blossoms. Biggest blooms 
during cooler weather. ....................................................... $34.99

PAINTED PORCELAIN™, Hybrid Tea. Subtle nuances abound 
in the hand-painted beauty of these blooms. The creamy white 
flowers are stippled and splashed with pink, an effect that 
strengthens so much with the heat of summer that they become 
almost solid pink. Upright, bushy plants are vigorous and blooms 
prolifically through the season. Moderate tea scent ........... $34.99

PARADE DAY™, Grandiflora. Fuchsia pink stripe on bright white 
blooms. Strong citrus fragrance.  ................................ $34.99 

PARADISE, Hybrid Tea. Classically formed, silvery-lavender 
blooms with ruby-red edges. Light fragrance. 1979 AARS  
winner ................................................................................ $29.99

PEACE, Hybrid Tea. The famous rose that sets the standard for 
all 20th century roses. Large, full lemony-yellow blooms edged 
in pure pink. Mild fruity scent. 1946 AARS winner ........... $29.99

PEACH SWIRL™, Hybrid Tea. Stripes of apricot, peach and pink 
with a strong fragrance of fruit and spice.  .................$29.99

PERFECT MOMENT, Hybrid Tea.  Big buds slowly unfurl their 
flamboyant colors. Large yellow flowers broadly edged with bright 
red are held on strong stems. Compact bushy plant.  Good disease 
resistance. 1991 AARS winners ..............................................$29.99 

PINKERBELLE™†, Hybrid Tea. A delicate look with shades  
of faint pink and ivory with magenta edges, it’s actually a  
unique, tough hybrid tea, combining a spicy verbena fragrance 
and superior disease resistance. This rose grows well on its  
own roots and has proven to perform very well in black spot 
climates.  ..........................................................................$34.99 

POP ART™, Grandiflora. Striped roses typically feature red 
blooms with light yellow striping. But the flowers of this 
spectacular variety are pastel pink with stripes that are deeper 
yellow. As a non-clustering grandiflora, Pop Art’s lush flowers 
grow one to a stem, not together in bunches. Moderately fragrant 
and disease resistant ..............................................................$34.99

PRINCESS CHARLENE DE MONACO†, Hybrid Tea. A 
beautiful and romantic choice. Shell pink to light apricot colors. 
Excellent cutting flower. 2020 American Garden Rose Fragrance 
winner.  ............................................................................$34.99

RING OF FIRE™, Hybrid Tea. A bushy, bouquet making 
machine. Deep colors of orange, coral and ginger. The exhibition 
quality blooms led to its being an American Rose Society’s 
Members’ Choice 2021 winner ..............................................$29.99

RIO SAMBA, Hybrid Tea. Brilliant yellow-edged on blushing 
orange. Light, fresh scent. 1993 AARS winner ......................$29.99

ROCK & ROLL™, Grandiflora. Big creamy buds swirl into 
upbeat double blossoms with stripes and splashes of red, 
burgundy and ivory. Intense rose and fruit fragrance and a 
vigorous bushy plant.  ............................................ $34.99

DREAM COME TRUE™, Grandiflora. Huge, full and flawless 
blooms of golden-yellow edged in ruby red with mild tea 
fragrance. Very floriferous, vigorous, tall shrub with exceptional 
disease resistance. 2008 AARS winner ..................................$34.99

ELLE®, Hybrid Tea. Winner of the All American Award in 
2005, Elle is a compact, bushy, continually blooming rose. 
High-centered, classic, large 5” blooms with over 50 petals 
in soft shades of apricot, cream and pink. Strong citrus and 
spice fragrance. Growing to just 3 feet tall, she’s a tidy, fragrant 
showstopper.   ..................................................................$29.99

ENCHANTED PEACE™†, Hybrid Tea. Classically shaped 
blooms. Buds open into yellow/orange blend with orange edges. 
As the flower ages, it quickly changes to yellow, edged by brilliant 
pink. Upright and bushy with very glossy, green foliage. Very 
fragrant repeat bloomer.   ..............................................$34.99

EUPHORIA®, Hybrid Tea. Beautiful, medium-sized, fully 
double flowers with fringed petals, colored in a mixture of 
cream, pink and apricot, with a green shining. Healthy and 
compact bush repeat bloomer with a pleasant mild scent. 
Excellent for groups, beds and cutting ................................$29.99

FUN IN THE SUN™, Grandiflora. Ice creams, sand and a cold 
fruity drink…the colors of this rose evoke everything that a 
day packed with Fun in the Sun should be. Fully double blooms 
emerge from creamy yellow and pink tips buds to layers upon 
layers of apricot, with pastel yellows, pinks and creams. Upright, 
bushy plants, rich green foliage, & superb resistance against 
powdery mildew, rust and downy mildew. Phenomenal strong 
fruity fragrance. 2021 introduction.  ......................... $34.99

GARDEN PARTY, Hybrid Tea. Ivory to white blooms flushed 
with pink. 1960 AARS winner ............................................. $29.99 

GRANADA, Hybrid Tea. A colorful blend of rose, orange, red, and 
lemon-yellow. 1964 AARS winner ........................................ $29.99

JULIE ANDREWS™, Hybrid Tea. This exquisite rose bears 
masses of intense pink fuchsia blooms with a bright yellow 
heart, producing an extraordinary perfume which is a  
mixture of anise, tarragon and rose. Its fresh coloring is 
complemented with dark green foliage. Selected as the  
“Most Beautiful Rose of the Century” at the International  
New Rose Competition.  ............................................. $29.99

KORDES® PERFECTA, Hybrid Tea. Big, high-centered bi-color 
blooms on an upright vigorous shrub. Eye-catching color with 
cream heavily flushed with crimson. Long-lasting and very 
fragrant.  ..................................................................... $29.99 

LOVE, Grandiflora. Bright red with a silvery-white reverse. Light 
rose fragrance. Heavy bloomer. 1980 AARS winner ............ $29.99 

LOVE & PEACE™, Hybrid Tea. Lots of big full soft yellow blooms 
blushed with pink. Very disease tolerant. Sibling of “Peace”. Mild 
sweet fragrance. 2002 AARS winner ................................... $29.99

LOVE AT FIRST SIGHT™, Hybrid Tea. Growing only to about  
3 feet, it’s ideal for smaller gardens. Bi-colored blooms have  
petals that are red on the front and paling to white on the back. 
Light perfume ..................................................................... $34.99
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TOUCH OF CLASS, Hybrid Tea. One of the top-rated exhibition 
roses of all time. Pink, orange and cream buds finish coral-pink 
with cream highlights. Mild apple scent. 1986 AARS  
winner .....................................................................................$29.99

  LANDSCAPE ROSES 

This category combines Floribunda, 
Shrub, Rugosa and miniflora roses to 
create a simplified list for you to color 
your landscape with winter hardy, low 
maintenance, disease resistant roses with 
early and quick-repeating color all season 
long. These shrubs bloom with clusters 
of small to large flowers, single to double 
form. Growth habits include groundcover, 
low to medium, and tall. Enjoy!!

  RED
DANCING IN THE DARK™, Floribunda. Intense deep red 
blooms developing to almost black with a bushy upright habit. A 
head-turner in any garden ............................................. $29.99 

DESMOND TUTU™ SUNBELT®†, Floribunda. Large, elegant, 
deep-red flowers opening from high-centered buds. Flowers bloom 
in clusters and as singles throughout the season. Glossy, disease-
resistant, dark-green foliage. Gold medal winner in international 
competition – Best Shrub Rose 2012 ......................................$29.99 

DOUBLE KNOCK OUT®†, Shrub. Double cherry-red to dark 
pink blooms with a more compact habit than its parent, “Knock 
Out®”, in cherry to light red color .......................................$29.99

DROP DEAD RED™, Floribunda. Rich velvet red on dark 
glossy leaves really pops! The rich red color lasts to the finish. 
Medium habit. Slight, sweet fragrance ................................$34.99

HOT COCOA®, Floribunda. An unusual coloring of a smoky, 
chocolate-orange to dusky red which stays vibrant over time 
and beautifully contrasts glossy, dark-green foliage. Fruity/spicy 
fragrance. 2003 AARS winner ...............................................$34.99

KNOCK OUT®†, Shrub. Bright cherry red to dark pink. Lightly 
fragrant single blooms. Cold hardy and disease resistant. 2000 
AARS winner ...........................................................................$29.99

MIRACLE ON THE HUDSON®†, Shrub. Bred from “Home 
Run®”. True red color with larger, semi-double blooms. Same 
superior disease resistance. Mild sweet cinnamon fragrance. 
Incredible winter hardiness - growing up to zone 3! 2014 winner 
– Biltmore International Rose Trials...................................$29.99

PETITE KNOCK OUT®†, The Petite Knock Out® Rose is the 
first-ever miniature Knock Out® Rose! It has the same flower 
power and easy care as others in the family, but in an adorable, 
petite size! Plant as a stand-out in diminutive gardens, or in 
mass for a dramatic pop of color. Fire-engine red bloom on dark, 
glossy foliage ...................................................................... $29.99

RED DRIFT®†, Shrub. Petite red blooms in copious clusters 
that repeat on a low, compact, disease resistant plant ...... $29.99

  PINK

BELINDA’S BLUSH†, Shrub. Nearly Thornless! The creamy 
light pink petals with yellow-cream undertones will draw  
you in, and the moderate raspberry scent will keep you. 
Blooming in flushes of 3” flowers. Good cutting garden  
addition. NEW .................................................................$29.99

BLUSHING KNOCK OUT®†, Shrub. Free-flowering, low care, 
disease resistant shrub with soft pink single blooms. A natural 
sport of “Knock Out®” ....................................................... $29.99

CATHEDRAL BELLS™, Shrub. Get ready to make your sniffer a 
happy camper. Each old-fashioned full cupped lilac-pink flower 
exudes exceptional old rose perfume with anise and lavender 
notes. The bushy robust tall plant is clothed to the ground with 
loads of clean green leaves, making a lovely flowerful pillar in 
your garden.   ............................................................. $29.99 

CORAL MIRACLE™†, Shrub. Salmon pink double blossoms 
are the cat’s meow on this coral-colored cousin to the shrub 
rose star, Miracle on the Hudson. The bushy rounded plant is 
the perfect planting complement to its velvet-red cousin. An 
abundance of dark green leaves make the clusters of coral colors 
sing in the garden .............................................................. $29.99

HANSA†, Rugosa. Large, full violet-red to pink flowers with 
spicy clove scent. Naturally disease resistant, performs in nearly 
any site ............................................................................... $29.99

LE PETIT PRINCE™, Floribunda. Silvery Lavender-mauve 
blend with pink undertones. Intense citrus rose anise  
fragrance.  .................................................................. $29.99

SMOKIN’ HOT®, Hybrid Tea. Fiery orange-red petals with  
a smoky purple overlay on a handsome, tall plant. Unique  
color .........................................................................................$34.99

STAINLESS STEEL™, Hybrid Tea. This ‘everyday’ version of 
Sterling Silver is much easier-to-care-for, much easier-to-grow 
and has much longer-lasting flowers. Yet it still possesses  
the wonderful perfume and the mysterious pastel color that 
places its ancestor in rose history. Classic show form with  
nice long stems. Steely-white with hints of pale lavender to 
subtle pink. Flower size & color are best with some cooler  
temperatures.  .................................................................$34.99

STATE OF GRACE™, Hybrid Tea. A compact plant with soft 
apricot-gold blooms with a dark pink reverse. Moderate fruity 
fragrance, glossy green foliage .............................................$34.99

STRIKE IT RICH®, Grandiflora. Clusters of long buds open 
into informal, deep golden blooms polished orange-rosy pink. 
Long lasting color. Strong sweet spice and fruit scent. Disease 
resistant and vigorous. 2007 AARS winner.  ................$34.99

TAHITIAN SUNSET™, Hybrid Tea. Classic big blooms in 
apricot yellow blushing to pink. Intense fruity licorice fragrance. 
Long stems on a tall upright bush with good disease resistance. 
2006 AARS winner.  ........................................................$29.99

TOP CREAM™†, Hybrid Tea. Big fragrant dollops of whipped 
cream and petals on a tall six foot plant only 2-3 feet wide. 
Aging and blushing as they open their many soft petals with 
peachy-pink centers and over 100 petals each! The fruity strong 
scent only adds to the beauty! The large, old-fashioned blooms 
of this special rose are extremely fragrant with notes of earthy 
pear. Excellent disease resistance and is a wonderful cut rose for 
floral arrangements.  NEW 2024 ...........................$34.99
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SUMMER ROMANCE™ PARFUMA®†, Floribunda. This 
Floribunda will greet you in the garden with deep pink blooms 
of strong, anise, apple, fruity, rose, spice fragrance. Full cupped 
and quartered bloom form. Blooms in flushes throughout the 
season. Delightful!  .................................................... $29.99

SWEET DRIFT®†, Shrub. Abundant clear pink double flowers 
on a spreading, groundcover-like shrub. Exceptional disease 
resistance ........................................................................... $29.99

THE FAIRY†, Polyantha. The blueprint for modern shrub roses. 
Pastel pink clusters on a low to medium slightly cascading 
shrub .................................................................................. $29.99

  YELLOW
BUTTERCREAM DRIFT®†, Shrub. Light yellow flowers with 
cuplike petals that make a cheerful addition to gardens of all 
shapes and styles. Compact and bushy with a slight fragrance.  
1 ½ ‘ x 2’. NEW 2023 .....................................................$29.99 

EASY BEE-ZY™ KNOCK OUT†, Shrub. Delivers flower  
power like no other with fragrant yellow flowers that bloom 
repeatedly from late spring to frost. Plant individually, in a  
group, or mixed with other perennials, shrubs or roses.  
Bushy, 3-4’ x 3’. NEW 2024 ...........................................$29.99 

EDITH’S DARLING®†, Shrub. Full sized golden-yellow blooms 
fading to cream on the edge. A Downton Abbey tribute. Fresh cut 
apple and citrus fragrance.  ........................................ $29.99 

JULIA CHILD†, Floribunda. Selected by the famous chef herself 
for the strong spice licorice fragrance. Butter-gold blooms in  
full old-fashioned form. Highly disease resistant. 2006 AARS 
winner.  ....................................................................... $34.99 

SHOCKWAVE™, Floribunda. There’s no rose that’s any 
yellower…and no foliage that’s any greener. The combo makes 
your eyes blink & your head spin. Better yet, the flowers hold 
on to their searing yellow tones to the very end, dropping away 
from the well-behaved plant just in time to welcome the next 
round of bloom. Tidy enough to tuck into any landscape. Loads 
of bright, super-glossy apple green leaves mirror the blazing 
blossoms. Consistent in all climates. NEW ....................$34.99

TRUE FRIENDSHIP, Floribunda. An Award Winner from the 
True Bloom™ series. Trusty, easy to grow, repeat-flowering 
shrub rose with masses of yellow double-petaled blooms. A 
welcome addition to the landscape. Honeyed fragrance with 
notes of sugar & spice. NEW ...........................................$29.99

  WHITE

EASY SPIRIT™, Floribunda. Creamy-white blooms. Superior 
disease resistance ............................................................... $34.99

ICEBERG, Floribunda. Clusters of profuse blooming, ice-white 
double flowers. Disease resistant. Mild honey fragrance. Proven 
performer ........................................................................... $29.99

PEARLESCENT™†, Shrub. A beautiful, intoxicatingly fragrant 
rose with pure white double flowers, almost continually from 
late spring through frost. The slightly ruffled petals become 
tinged with a hint of pink as cooler weather sets in. Upright 
shrub.  ......................................................................... $24.99

PILLOW FIGHT™†, Shrub. You might think feathers are flying 
when this dreamy shrub explodes into bloom. Almost like a 
repeat blooming snowball bush, the clusters of fragrant flowers 
are quite a blinding white color set against the very deep glossy 
green foliage ...................................................................... $29.99

POPCORN DRIFT®†, Shrub. Heaps of small double creamy 
yellow blossoms that finish pure white (like buttered popcorn!) 
on a disease resistant, everblooming, compact plant ....... $29.99

WHITE DRIFT®†, Shrub. Bright white, fully double miniature 
blooms cover a plant with superior disease resistance in a 
groundcover habit ............................................................. $29.99

LIFE’S LITTLE PLEASURES™†, Miniflora. Very double 
blooms lavender pink, fade to lavender but then hold their color 
to the very end. An abundance of blooms on a tidy 2-3’ shrub. 
Moderate tea fragrance ...................................................... $29.99

MOJE HAMMARBERG†, Rugosa. An excellent Rugosa, though 
widely unknown and rare in the rose world. Large violet-crimson 
double blooms have a wonderfully strong spicy fragrance. Will 
produce both hips and blooms simultaneously in late summer. 
A repeat bloomer with strong disease resistance and absurdly 
cold hardy. More compact, rounded and floriferous than other 
rugosas.  NEW ..........................................................$29.99

PEACHY KNOCK OUT®†, Shrub. Blooms from spring through 
fall with attractive pink flowers. The overall color effect is peach, 
achieved with the combination of pink petals that become 
yellow in the center. The color will be much more intense with 
the cooler temperature in the spring and fall ................... $29.99

PINK DOUBLE KNOCK OUT®†, Shrub. Bubblegum pink 
double blooms on a cold hardy, disease resistant, compact, 
rounded plant .................................................................... $29.99

PINK DRIFT®†, Shrub. Deep pink flowers with a soft faded 
center cover this low, spreading, ‘groundcover’ rose. Durable and 
disease resistant, easy to grow ............................................. $29.99

PINK KNOCK OUT®†, Shrub. Non-stop displays of medium 
pink, single flowers on a carefree disease resistant shrub. 
Medium height, slightly spreading ................................... $29.99

POWERPUFF PINK®†, Floribunda. Electric pink blossoms 
cover this powerful plant in clusters of 6–8 blooms per stem. Its 
rounded buds are reminiscent of peonies, as are its numerous 
petals. Moderate lemongrass fragrance. NEW 2024 .......$34.99

SCENTUOUS™, Shrub. The German version of an English rose 
from the talented house of Tantau. An abundance of peony-
formed pink blossoms arrive in small clusters on a handsome 
bushy compact plant. Fragrance is a powerful punch of old rose, 
citrus blossom & honey and is sure to seduce the faintest of 
heart.  .......................................................................... $29.99 
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SOUTH AFRICA® SUNBELT®†, Floribunda. Rich, glowing, 
amber colored blossoms are non-fading, large, cupped flowers 
blooming in clusters recurrently throughout the season on a 
healthy, vigorous plant. South Africa® was the recipient of the 
Gold Standard Award in 2009 and the Glasgow Gold Medal in 
2006. The lush, romantic blooms are moderately fragrant on an 
upright, bushy plant .......................................................... $29.99

VAVOOM™, Bright orange juice tones is a sweet treat of glowing 
color lasting to the very end of every long-lived blossom. Put 
that gleaming orange against deep mahogany red new growth 
& glossy green leaves & you’ve got a lollapalooza for the 
landscape. The rounded compact plant can tuck into limited 
spaces ................................................................................. $34.99

  LAVENDER/PURPLE
BURGUNDY ICEBERG™, Floribunda. Deep purple to  
red-burgundy, usually darkest in bud, and lightening to  
red-burgundy as it ages. Resistant to blackspot and powdery 
mildew, its vigor and durability make it splendid for beginning 
growers!  ............................................................................. $34.99

CELESTIAL NIGHT™, Floribunda. Deep plum-purple blooms 
with raspberry reverse. Old-fashioned, cupped form with a mild 
fruity fragrance. Upright bushy habit. Disease resistant. 2022 
American Garden Rose Selection winner! ......................... $34.99

EBB TIDE®, Floribunda. Deep dusky purple buds open to very 
full, old-fashioned blooms of dark smoky plum. Intense spicy 
clove perfume.  ........................................................... $34.99

LOVE SONG™, Floribunda. Loads of big, old-fashioned, fully 
double, ruffled blooms in clear, long-lasting lavender. Mild 
citrus fragrance. Medium rounded shrub ......................... $34.99

PLUM PERFECT™ SUNBELT®†, Floribunda. Intensely  
plum colored, very double flowers. Performs well in heat and  
humidity ............................................................................ $29.99

SILVER LINING™, Floribunda. Lighter in color than Love 
Song, silvery, lavender buds appear in clusters and spiral open 
to reveal a full, classic form that is sure to please. Deep, glossy 
green foliage provides the perfect foil for these bounteous 
beauties and good disease resistance keeps the leaves looking 
great all season, through flush after flush of blooms. Soft tea 
scent ................................................................................... $34.99

VIOLET’S PRIDE™, Floribunda. Fully double lavender blooms. 
Strong grapefruit and spice fragrance. American Rose Society’s 
Members’ Fragrance Award winner for 2021.  ........... $34.99

  BLENDS

ALFRED SISLEY™, Shrub. Prolific blooms in clusters of 
whites, pinks, and reds on a yellow background. Named after the 
Impressionist Painter. Light fruity fragrance. Disease resistant. 
Painter’s Collection™ Series .............................................. $29.99

ANGEL FACE, Floribunda. Clusters of extra rich, lavender  
semi-double ruffled blooms with a ruby blushed edge are  
blessed with just about the most wonderful and intense  
perfume in a Floribunda. 1971 Award winner for fragrance!  
It needs a lot of sun to bring out the blue/lavender color tone  
to its fullest.  ............................................................... $29.99

APRICOT DRIFT®†, Shrub. Cover your ground with season-
long, soft apricot and pink drifts of color on this low, slightly 
spreading, tough and disease resistant plant .................... $29.99

BURST OF JOY™, Floribunda. Vivid blooms are bright orange 
with a yellow reverse – A bursting combo that can only bring 
joy. Quite long-lasting, both in a vase and on the bush. Rounded 
plants, glossy leaves with good disease resistance ............ $34.99

CAMILLE PISSARRO™, Floribunda. Blooms striped with red, 
white and yellow. Brilliant colors over dark green foliage on a 
compact, 3-4’ plant make a statement in the garden. Painters’ 
Collection™ Series.............................................................. $29.99

WHITE KNOCK OUT®†, Shrub. The white addition to the 
Knock Out® family of roses ............................................... $29.99

  ORANGE/APRICOT
CORAL DRIFT®†, Shrub. Vibrant flowers turn the head. Winter 
hardy and disease resistant low-growing shrub ............... $29.99

CORAL KNOCK OUT®†, Shrub. Brick orange fading to coral. 
Long-blooming, easy care plant........................................ $29.99

EASY DOES IT®, Floribunda. Swirling shades of mango, peach, 
and apricot in ruffled double blossoms. Fruity fragrance. Disease 
resistant and east to grow. 2010 AARS winner .................. $34.99

GINGERSNAP, Floribunda. Lovely orange rose! Flowers  
shine against the dark green foliage. Cooler temperatures  
make the flowers even brighter. A more compact, rounded  
rose plant, it grows 3-4 ft. tall with a similar spread.  
Lightly Fragrant ................................................................. $29.99

LIVIN’ EASY®, Floribunda. Showy apricot orange clusters 
covering blackspot-free glossy foliage. Easy to grow, rounded 
medium shrub. Fruity fragrance ....................................... $29.99

MANGO VERANDA®†, Floribunda. A compact plant with 
coppery-orange flowers over glossy leaves. Very good disease 
resistance with a mild scent .............................................. $34.99

ORANGE GLOW™ KNOCK OUT®†, Shrub. The newest 
addition to the Knock-Out family! Delivers flower power  
like no other with luminous orange flowers that bloom 
repeatedly through the season. Plant as a single  
stand-out, in groups, or mixed with other perennials and  
roses. NEW 2024 ............................................................$29.99

PUMPKIN PATCH™, Floribunda. Clusters of scrumptious 
caramel orange, full blooms with a fruity fragrance on a 
medium rounded. Holds color better with some afternoon  
shade .................................................................................. $34.99

SOUL SISTER™ SUNBELT®†, Shrub. This variety has deep 
orange buds that open up to copper and age to amber-yellow, 
double flowers. The abundant blooms with ruffled petals work 
well as a specimen or in the back of a border. Performs well in 
hot climates. Moderate damask fragrance ........................ $29.99
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DISTANT DRUMS, Shrub. These cupped, fully double blooms, 
which feature more than two dozen ruffled petals, grow in clusters 
and put on a remarkable floral display. The pointed buds have 
a smoky-bronze center that opens to pink with lavender edges, 
eventually fading to pink. No two blooms alike! Fragrance is spicy 
sweet, and reminiscent of myrrh. Your senses will relish Distant 
Drums’ penchant for blooming throughout the summer months. 
The dark foliage produced by its upright, bushy habit further 
enhances the striking beauty of this rose in bloom ............. $34.99

EARTH ANGEL™ PARFUMA®†, Floribunda. Intensely 
beautiful peony-shaped blooms. Creamy exterior, warm pink 
center. Strong fruity fragrance.  ..................................... $29.99

FRIDA KAHLO®, Floribunda. Stripes of warm hues in yellow, 
orange, gold and red. Mildly fruity fragrance ..................... $34.99

GEORGE BURNS, Floribunda. Bright cheery ever-changing 
colors of yellow, deep red, rose pink and cream, big ruffled flowers, 
large clean deep glossy green foliage and a fairly compact yet free-
flowering plant. Cooler temperatures bring out the yellows. Strong 
fruit & tea scent.   ........................................................ $34.99 

JUDY GARLAND, Floribunda. As delightful as the actress  
herself, large 4” blooms with 22+ petals are bright yellow  
edged with orange-red. Continual blooms on a bushy plant with 
shiny foliage and very cold hardy. Moderate rose to apple fragrance 
NEW .................................................................................$29.99 

KETCHUP AND MUSTARD™, Floribunda. An eye-catching and 
fun-filled combo. Bright ketchup red petals with mustard yellow 
reverse. Bunches of delicious blossoms on a tidy, rounded shrub, 
perfect for small spaces ....................................................... $34.99

KOKO LOKO™, Floribunda. Good enough to eat…or maybe 
drink in this case. A milky chocolate-colored bud spirals open to 
a creamy latte, finishing a soft lavender! Novel, but also simply 
a great plant. Rounded, bushy. Warm weather brings out the 
lavender .............................................................................. $34.99

LIFE OF THE PARTY™, Floribunda. Cupped old-fashioned 
yellow blooms kissed with a pink blush. Long lasting. Strong 
fruity scent. Medium upright bushy habit.  ................ $34.99

MARC CHAGALL™, Floribunda. Large flowers are various shades 
of pink, splashed and striped with cream, and a bit of yellow 
blending out from the base of the petals. Light green foliage has 
exceptional disease resistance and provides a perfect background. 
Painters’ Collection™ Series ............................................... $29.99

MOONLIGHT IN PARIS™, Floribunda. Large clusters of 
medium-double flowers in warm pastel tones of pink and peach 
open to shades of creamy white. Strong disease resistance. 
Moderate spicy fruit fragrance ........................................... $29.99

ORANGES & LEMONS™, Shrub. Sweet ‘n’ sour it ain’t—but 
your eyes might pucker a little when they behold this fantastic 
color. Stripes of pure yellow splashed onto bright orange will  
stop even the most finicky rose buyer in their tracks. Mahogany 
red new foliage shows up all year long, maturing to a very  
deep green. This vigorous bush has a fountainous habit. Can  
be trained as a shorter climber. More blooms in cool weather. 
Light fragrance ................................................................... $34.99

PEACH DRIFT®†, Shrub. An abundance of soft peach blooms, 
which vary from a soft apricot-peach to pink with a soft yellow 
glowing center, offering a pretty pop of color to any garden. 
Compact plant with a light floral and honey scent ............ $29.99

PURPLE TIGER, Floribunda. Prepare to be stunned by the 
unique splash of Purple Tiger. Each unique bloom and petal 
seems to explode in a colorful rhythm of slashes, dashes,  
streaks, and dots run amok of purple mauve and white.  
A citrus-sweet perfume is an added bonus to this one of a  
kind specimen.  ........................................................... $34.99

RAINBOW KNOCK OUT®†, Shrub. More floriferous and 
compact than the original “Knock Out®”. Single blooms range 
from coral to pink with yellow eyes. 2007 AARS winner .... $29.99

RAINBOW SORBET™, Floribunda. The same black spot and 
disease resistance as modern shrub roses, with all the wonderful 
qualities Floribundas offer. The medium to large blooms are 
shades of bright yellow, orange and red, and finish into a 
stunning, yellow-pink. Mild fragrance ............................... $34.99

ST. TROPEZ™, Floribunda. Intense deep yellow and apricot 
orange blend of color. Strong licorice fragrance. ....... $29.99

SCENTIMENTAL™, Floribunda. A breathtakingly beautiful 
striped rose, burgundy-red swirled with creamy-white. The  
large, fully double old-fashioned appearance comes from  
having striped garden roses in its ancestry. The strong fragrance is 
sweet and spicy. Each petal is as unique as a snowflake. Some are 
burgundy splashed white, some more cream swirled with  
red. The continuous blooming plant is densely covered with 
disease-resistant dark green, leathery foliage. Rounded  
shape.  ......................................................................... $29.99

SHEILA’S PERFUME, Floribunda. Despite the Floribunda 
classification, her flowers of yellow brushed by deep pink are 
more like a Hybrid Tea in size and form. And, yes, each blossom is 
saturated with wonderful fragrance. The vigorous rounded bush 
is loaded with glossy green leaves. Best flower color & size when 
cool. Winner of the Royal National Rose Society’s Edland Medal 
for fragrance.  ............................................................. $34.99

CAMPFIRE†, Shrub. First Editions® Campfire has exceptional 
hardiness (zone 3!). Shapely buds with yellow and red tones open 
to semi-double flowers of yellow, edged in a deep rosy pink. As 
the season progresses, the pink edging becomes more prominent 
and produces an incredible smoldering blend of yellow and deep 
pink blooms that continue until frost. Dark green glossy foliage 
has excellent disease resistance and stems are smooth with only 
the occasional short thorns. Campfire’s luminescent blooms on a 
compact shrub will light up a landscape ........................... $29.99

CANDY CANE COCKTAIL†, Floribunda. Bi-colored white 
blooms with deep pink to red edges. Superior re-blooming and 
disease resistance traits ...................................................... $34.99

CHARISMA, Floribunda. A bright and cheery garden performer 
that loves the heat, Charisma pairs vivid red and golden tones  
in a classic bloom. High centered blooms open with mild  
sweet scent. Features dense and rich foliage on an upright  
4’ plant. Charisma has been a garden favorite for over  
50 years .............................................................................. $29.99

CHIHULY®, Floribunda. Like a work of art, large double  
blooms in ever-changing flashy multi-colors – apricot,  
yellow, orange, deep red, all over deep green foliage on a  
disease resistant plant ........................................................ $34.99

COSMIC CLOUDS™, Shrub. A 6-7’ tall shrub yielding 
innumerable blooms that form in medium to large clusters  
of 3-10 out-of-this-world flowers. The luxuriant, 2½-3”  
blossoms are rich, fuchsia-magenta with a white reverse, and 
they’re brimming with 75 to 85 petals each. Blooms emit a 
strong, fruity fragrance that entices bees, butterflies and other 
beneficial pollinators. Fabulous as a hedge and for cutting. 
Excellent resistance to downy and powdery mildew, and  
rust.  NEW 2024 .....................................................$34.99

CREAM™ VERANDA®†, Floribunda. Being the only strong-
smelling rose of the Veranda® collection, this stands out with its 
elegant color and old-fashioned bloom forms as well. Creamy 
full blooms with an apricot center sometimes tinged pink. A 
repeat bloomer from mid-spring through fall, the compact size 
and manageable growth habit make it easy to care for through 
the season........................................................................... $29.99

 LANDSCAPE ROSES 
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 LANDSCAPE ROSES 

CHARLOTTE™†, Shrub. A beautiful yellow rose with exquisite 
cup-shaped flowers. Pleasant tea fragrance. Attractive bushy 
growth. Excellent repeat-flowering. ................................... $39.99

CLAIRE AUSTIN†, Climber. Large cupped creamy white blooms. 
Strong fragrance of myrrh and vanilla. Elegant, arching shrub 
great for borders.  ........................................................ $39.99

CROWN PRINCESS MARGARETA™†, Short Climber. Well-
formed apricot orange rosettes with strong fruit tea rose fragrance. 
Tough, disease resistant, vigorous arching growth suitable as a 
low climber for wall, pillar, or prune to maintain shrub form.  
6-9’ canes.  .................................................................. $39.99

DESDEMONA™†, Shrub. Peachy pink buds open to beautiful, 
white, chalice-shaped blooms, with a pinkish hue. The incurved 
petals create an arresting interplay of light and shadow. The 
strong Old Rose fragrance has hints of almond blossom, 
cucumber and lemon zest.  ......................................... $39.99

EUSTACIA VYE,, Shrub. A pretty rose of soft glowing apricot-
pink, packed with numerous delicately ruffled petals. Held on 
red-tinged stems, the blooms begin as shallow cups, opening to 
full rosettes, reveling petals of a richer hue, gradually paling over 
time. Delicious strong fruity fragrance on a very healthy, vigorous 
upright bushy shrub.  ................................................. $39.99

GABRIEL OAK†, Shrub. A magnificent variety, bearing large, 
many petalled rosette blooms. They are a striking shade of deep 
pink, the outer petals of each bloom paling slightly over time. 
Vigorous and shapely shrub with mulberry purple stems and 
dark green foliage, giving the overall impression of richness and 
abundance. Strong fruity fragrance.  .......................... $39.99

GERTRUDE JEKYLL®, Shrub. Always one of the first English 
Roses to start flowering, its perfect scrolled buds open to large, 
rosette-shaped flowers of bright glowing pink. The strong, 
perfectly balanced Old Rose scent is often described as being  
the quintessential Old Rose fragrance. A vigorous rose; it will  
form a large-sized, upright shrub, or can be trained as a short 
climber.  ...................................................................... $39.99

GOLDEN CELEBRATION®†, Shrub. Magnificent, cupped, 
very large golden yellow blooms. Delicious tea scent with hints 
of Sauternes wine and strawberry. Award-winner. In every way an 
excellent garden plant ........................................................ $39.99

JAMES L. AUSTIN†, Shrub. Bears large, many petalled, deep 
pink rosettes, each with a button eye. Light to medium fruity 
fragrance. It forms a neat and tidy shrub with a bushy, upright 
habit ................................................................................... $39.99

JUBILEE CELEBRATION™, Shrub. Large, domed, coral-pink 
flowers are held elegantly above the foliage on graceful, arching 
growth. There is a strong, delicious fruity fragrance with hints of 
fresh lemon and raspberry.  ........................................ $39.99

LADY OF SHALOTT†, Short Climber. Rich orange-red buds 
open to chalice-shaped blooms, filled with loosely arranged, 
orange petals. The surrounding outer petals are salmon-pink 
with beautifully contrasting golden-yellow undersides. There is 
a pleasant, warm Tea fragrance, with hints of spiced apple and 
cloves. The name is taken from one of Alfred, Lord Tennyson’s 
poems to commemorate the 200th anniversary of his birth. 8ft 
canes ................................................................................... $39.99

SUNSET HORIZON™†, Floribunda. Just like the changing 
sunset hues, these blooms start bright yellow, adding orange, then 
fading to deep pink/cherry red. Flower size is quite large when 
fully open. It has excellent disease resistance .................... $34.99

TAKE IT EASY®†, Shrub. The dark shiny disease resistant  
leaves showcase the clusters of elegant pointed buds opening 
to red blooms with a touch of lighter pink reverse. Slight tea 
fragrance ............................................................................ $29.99

TRUE SINCERITY, Floribunda. A trusty, easy-to-grow rose with 
masses of multicolor blooms of yellows, pinks and reds. Mild 
fragrance and low maintenance. NEW ..........................$29.99

WHITE LIES™, Floribunda. The fully double, clustered blooms 
open bright white, which, if you didn’t know better, might make 
you think you have a white rose. But as the name implies, the 
rounded flowers quickly flush to an intense red before finishing 
completely maroon. Bushy, rounded plants with glossy green 
leaves are blooming machines, offering plenty to watch on this 
colorful creation ................................................................. $29.99

  DAVID AUSTIN ENGLISH ROSES 

David Austin’s English Roses, borne from 
crossing antique with modern shrub 
roses, make a cold hardy rose with the 
flower form and intense fragrance of old 
with the repeating blooms and expanded 
color choices of the Hybrid Tea.

BATHSHEBA™†, Climber. Apricot-yellow buds open to shallowly 
cupped, many petalled rosettes. They are a beautiful blend of 
subtle apricot-pink and soft yellow, giving the overall impression 
of apricot, with creamy outer petals. There is a superb floral 
myrrh fragrance, with hints of honey and Tea. It forms a short, 
vigorous climber. 10’ canes.  ....................................... $39.99

BOSCOBEL†, Shrub. Red buds open to classic rosette with 
perfect form and rich salmon hues. Medium myrrh fragrance 
with complex scents of hawthorn, elderflower, almond and pear. 
Upright medium shrub, excellent for hedges ..................... $39.99

BRING ME SUNSHINE, Shrub. A joyously warm and inviting 
variety bearing deeply filled, cupped rosette blooms of rich sunset 
orange-yellow paling to lighter apricot tones over time. A healthy 
and upright, bushy shrub with a complex medium-strong Myrrh 
fragrance.  NEW .......................................................$39.99

 DAVID AUSTIN ENGLISH ROSES 

KEY
 denotes intense fragrance 

† denotes own root  
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ST. SWITHUN†, Climber. A vigorous climber bearing large, 
saucer-like blooms, each packed with over one hundred frilly 
petals. They are a pure soft pink, paling to blush towards the 
edges, and are complemented by plentiful greyish-green foliage. 
Medium-strong myrrh scent. 10’ canes .............................. $39.99

SCEPTER’D ISLE†, Shrub. Drifts of delicately cupped blooms 
in rich true pink with an inner gold glow. Fragrance rated highest 
by David Austin English roses – intense true myrrh. Healthy, 
upright shrub, very winter hardy.  .............................. $39.99

SILAS MARNER®†, Shrub. An unfussy rose of soft mid pink, 
the petals are pale on the reverse and fade at the edges creating 
a gentle quality. Held on red stems, the medium-sized cupped 
blooms have relaxed, almost ruffled petals. There is a medium-
strong Old Rose fragrance with accents of fruity lemon, green 
banana and apricot. A very healthy medium-sized shrub with 
glossy dark green foliage .................................................... $39.99

STRAWBERRY HILL†, Climber. Beautiful at all stages,  
bearing small clusters of mid-pink, medium-large, cupped 
rosettes. They have a strong, delicious myrrh and heather  
honey fragrance. The arching branches are clothed in glossy,  
dark foliage.  ............................................................... $39.99

TEASING GEORGIA™†, Climber. Particularly free-flowering, 
producing impressive displays of blooms into fall. The refined 
rosette flowers are rich yellow at the center, fading to palest yellow 
on the edges. Moderate fragrance. 12 ft canes .................... $39.99

TESS OF THE D’URBERVILLES†, Climber. Large, cupped, 
bright crimson blooms. Lovely old rose scent. Large healthy 
vigorous shrub or shorter climber. 8’ canes ....................... $39.99

THE ALNWICK® ROSE†, Shrub. Pretty, rich pink, cup-shaped 
buds gradually open to broad, full-petalled, shallow cups. The 
fully open blooms are soft pink and have a medium-strong Old 
Rose scent, with just a hint of raspberry. The growth is bushy and 
relatively upright ................................................................ $39.99

THE GENEROUS GARDENER†, Climber. Bears beautifully 
formed flowers, which nod gracefully on the stem. When the 
petals open they expose numerous stamens, providing an almost 
water lily-like effect. The flowers are a pale glowing pink and have 
a delicious fragrance with aspects of Old Rose, musk and myrrh. 
12-15’ canes.  .............................................................. $39.99

THE PILGRIM®†, Climber. Buds open to reveal many petalled 
cups, which gradually form large, flat rosettes. The color is a very 
attractive shade of soft yellow, the petals paling towards the edges. 
Moderate fragrance of tea and myrrh. It will quickly reach some 
height and still produce flowers and leaves lower down the plant. 
12 ft canes .......................................................................... $39.99

THE POET’S WIFE†, Shrub. Bears rich yellow flowers, which 
pale over time. Their formation is most pleasing, having a neat 
outer ring of petals enclosing an informal group of petals within. 
There is a strong, wonderfully rich fragrance with a hint of 
lemon, which becomes sweeter and stronger with age. It forms a 
bushy, nicely rounded shrub with arching branches and rather 
shiny foliage.  .............................................................. $39.99

THOMAS À BECKET™†, Shrub. This is a variety of very 
different character from the general run of English Roses, being 
closer to the Species Roses than to the Old Roses, and more 
natural and shrubby in growth. A striking crimson-red; the 
individual flowers can best be described as shallowly cupped, 
opening as informal rosettes; the petals quickly reflexing as  
the flowers age, blooms nodding attractively on the stem.  
They have an Old Rose fragrance with a strong lemon zest 
character ............................................................................ $39.99

VANESSA BELL™†, Shrub. Large clusters of pink-tinged buds 
open to pale yellow, aging to white edges with a rich yellow eye. 
Fragrance is a moderate green tea with aspects of lemon and 
honey. Bushy & upright ...................................................... $39.99

WINDERMERE†, Shrub. The blooms start as perfectly rounded 
buds, opening to full, cupped flowers that are rich creamy yellow 
at first, fading to almost pure white in the sun. They have a 
delicious fruity fragrance that has a definite hint of citrus. Very 
healthy, neat, compact plant.  ..................................... $39.99

WISELY 2008†, Shrub. Exceptional delicacy and charm with 
soft pink, shallowly cupped rosettes. Fresh, fruity fragrance with 
hints of raspberries and tea. Elegantly arching growth. .... $39.99

WOLLERTON OLD HALL®†, Climber. One of the most fragrant 
English roses, with distinct myrrh scent. Plump buds open to 
buttery-yellow blooms with tints of apricot, then pale to soft 
cream. Upright with few thorns, 8-12’ canes.  ............ $39.99

NYE BEVAN, Shrub. An uplifting rose bearing unusual open 
cupped flowers of soft yellow, paling to cream. The scallop-shaped, 
incurved petals are loosely yet generously assembled around a 
central boss of golden stamens, creating a soft, airy appearance. 
There is a spectacular first flush of blooms. Cut spent flowers 
to encourage repeat flowering. Forms a healthy, medium-sized 
upright bush with a light myrrh fragrance. NEW ...........$39.99

OLIVIA ROSE AUSTIN™†, Shrub. Shallowly cupped, soft  
pink rosettes. Strong, pleasing, fruity fragrance. Vigorous growth 
and repeat flowers well. Among the most disease-resistant  
of roses.  ...................................................................... $39.99

PRINCESS ALEXANDRIA OF KENT†, Shrub. Unusually  
large, deeply cupped blooms of warm glowing pink framed  
with softer pink outer petals. Deliciously strong tea fragrance  
with hints of lemon and black currant. Medium bushy rounded 
habit.  .......................................................................... $39.99

QUEEN OF SWEDEN†, Shrub. Exquisite little buds open  
to half-enclosed cups, eventually becoming wide, shallow, 
upward-facing cups of pleasing formality. The color begins  
as soft-apricot pink, gradually changing to pure soft pink over 
time. There is a lovely myrrh fragrance. It forms a bushy, yet 
upright shrub ..................................................................... $39.99

ROAHL DAHL†, Shrub. Soft orange-red buds open to  
medium-sized, cupped rosettes of perfect apricot coloring.  
They are extremely robust and have a lovely fruity Tea scent.  
Very healthy; it matures into an attractive, rounded, bushy  
shrub with few thorns ......................................................... $39.99
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PEACH SUNBLAZE®†, Produces uniquely colored orange, pink, 
and yellow blooms from spring to fall. It is easy to grow, prolific 
and colorful. Ideal for small spaces ................................... $29.99

PETITE KNOCK OUT®†, The Petite Knock Out® Rose is the 
first-ever miniature Knock Out® Rose! It has the same flower 
power and easy care as others in the family, but in an adorable, 
petite size! Plant as a standout in a diminutive garden, or in mass 
for a dramatic pop of color. Fire-engine red bloom on dark, glossy 
foliage ................................................................................. $29.99

RAINBOW SUNBLAZE®†, Vigorous and bushy rose with yellow, 
orange and red blooms ...................................................... $29.99

SWEET SUNBLAZE®†, Full and double, refreshing clear pink 
blooms with unfading color. Bushy upright growth .......... $29.99

  CLIMBERS 

Single or double flowers, usually grown 
on fence, trellis or post. Some on own 
root. All bloom on old and new growth.

ABOVE ALL™, Full, large, repeat-blooming flower clusters. 
Salmon-orange old fashioned cupped blooms with fruity 
fragrance. High disease resistance, winter hardiness and vigor. 
10-14’ canes ....................................................................... $34.99

AMERICA™, smooth salmon-pink color with strong spicy 
fragrance. 1976 AARS winner. 10-12’ canes.  .............. $29.99

BLAZE†, Scarlet red and hardy. A standard for climbers. Heavy 
blooms early and late season, intermittent throughout the 
summer. Light tea scent. 10-14’ ......................................... $29.99

CECILE BRUNNER, Also called The Sweetheart Rose, a 
rambling/climbing hybrid tea popular since the Victorian era. 
These small blooms are so perfect, with their evocative scent, 
dainty form, and long, strong stems, and been part of festivities 
since 1881. The 2-inch, fully double flowers arise from long, 
pointed buds, with soft pink exteriors and a deeper pink center. 
The fragrance is sweet and long-lasting, never overpowering but 
definitely rich. Very cold hardy. 10’. NEW ........................$29.99

CLIMBING ICEBERG, Very floriferous throughout the season, 
it produces large clusters of medium-sized, lightly double, white 
flowers, sometimes tinged with pink. Glossy leaves are held on 
smooth, easy to train stems. A quick growing variety; the growth is 
both vigorous and bushy. 8-10’ .......................................... $29.99

CLOUD 10™†, a climber with exceptionally clean foliage and 
a very full white bloom similar to English roses. 7-8’. Strongly 
scented.  ...................................................................... $34.99

CRIMSON SKY™†, This fire engine red climber will make a 
vibrant statement in the garden. Its abundant flowers do not fade. 
Crimson Sky is a sister seedling of the widely planted Red Eden.  
It blooms earlier and is quicker to establish than its famous 
sibling. 8-12’ ...................................................................... $34.99

DON JUAN, Deep red everbloomer with strong rose fragrance, 
quickly growing to 12’.  .............................................. $29.99

EDEN® CLIMBER†, Fully double, large old-fashioned blooms 
in soft blended pink. Mild fragrance. Excellent repeat bloomer 
once established. Exceptionally winter hardy and disease resistant. 
10-12’ ................................................................................. $29.99

YOUNG LYCIDAS†, Shrub. Purple-magenta blooms of classic 
Old Rose beauty. Lovely fragrance combining tea and old  
rose with hints of cedar wood. Bushy growth. Award  
Winner.  ...................................................................... $39.99

 MINIATURE ROSES 

Resemble floribundas or hybrid teas,  
but in miniature. Grown on own root 
stock, extremely hardy and excellent  
for low borders or containers (may need 
winter protection in containers depending 
on the weather)

AMBER SUNBLAZE®†, Bright orange blooms. A real show 
stopper. Perfect for walkways and gardens ......................... $29.99

BRIDAL SUNBLAZE®†, Produces a show of pure white flowers 
with a buttery yellow eye throughout the growing season. The 
very full blooms are lightly fragrant and cupped in shape. This is 
an ideal variety for containers or tucked into a tight spot in your 
landscape ............................................................................ $29.99

CANDY SUNBLAZE®†, The first striped addition to the 
Sunblaze® series. The striping effect is sometimes less pronounced 
in hot weather. Excellent small habit................................. $29.99

DRAGON FRUIT SUNBLAZE®†, Covered with deep  
pink or fuchsia flowers that make a bold statement on a 
miniature 18” x 18” plant. Lovely geometric pattern on the  
petals with a slight fragrance and extremely disease  
resistant. NEW 2024 .......................................................$29.99

LEMON SUNBLAZE®†, Creamy-yellow blooms from spring to 
fall on compact disease resistant plants. Light fragrance on an 
18” x 18” plant. Ideal for small spaces. NEW..................$29.99

MANDARIN SUNBLAZE®†, Bright orange full blooms  
with light spicy fragrance. Vigorous, bushy, with glossy  
foliage ................................................................................. $29.99

 MINIATURE ROSES  CLIMBERS 
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JOSEPH’S COAT, A kaleidoscopic, semi-double clusters of multi-
colors blooms that open yellow-orange then vary between orange, 
pink and red. Lightly fragrant. 8-12’ canes ........................ $29.99

KISS ME KATE™ARBOROSE®†, Blush pink, cupped and 
quartered blooms, extremely fragrant – lemon & apple with 
underlying notes of myrrh. Disease resistant, the dark green 
foliage is almost completely impervious to mildew and black spot. 
8-10’.  .......................................................................... $29.99

NEW DAWN†, Cameo pink, sweetly fragrant flowers. Very 
vigorous growth to 20! ....................................................... $34.99

NEW YEAR, Sport of New Year Grandiflora provides dense bushy 
growth with excellent disease resistance and almost thornless 
canes, with tresses of orange and golden yellow blooms! Mild 
scent. 6-8’ ........................................................................... $29.99

PEARLY GATES™, Large, fully double blooms in pastel pearl 
pink. Strong spicy perfume. Vigorous and free-flowering. 10’ 
canes.  ......................................................................... $29.99

PRETTY IN PINK EDEN®†, Extremely winter hardy, vigorous 
and disease resistant like its parent – but with deep pink blooms 
with more petals and fragrance in a vintage rose scent.  
10-12’ ................................................................................. $34.99

RED EDEN®†, Old fashioned, fully –petalled, rich red blooms 
with classic rose fragrance. Repeat flowering, disease resistant and 
winter hardy. 10-12’ ........................................................... $29.99

ROYAL GOLD, Large deep golden yellow flowers on cutting-
length stems. 10-12’. Strong fruity scent.  ................... $29.99

TANGERINE SKIES™ ARBOROSE®†, Brilliant blooms  
come in a range of citrusy shades of orange, peach, and  
mango, stunningly set against glossy medium green foliage.  
Low maintenance, blackspot resistant. 8’ canes. Strong 
fragrance. ................................................................... $29.99

TROPICAL LIGHTNING™, WOW! One-of-a-kind color blend. 
Rich sunset- orange with bright cream stripes with smoky hints 
of coral and purple. Some of the glossiest leaves of all roses. 8-10’ 
canes. Lightly fragrant ....................................................... $34.99

WESTERLAND, Clusters of double orange-apricot blooms.  
Spicy rose perfume. Free-flowering and disease resistant.  
10-12’.  ........................................................................ $29.99

WHITE DAWN†, White, fragrant, extremely hardy and vigorous 
growth to 12’.  ............................................................. $34.99

WHITE EDEN®†, Old fashioned white flowers cover this 
vigorous climber from head to toe, contrasting nicely with dark, 
disease resistant foliage. Up to 12’ ...................................... $34.99

MORE CLIMBERS CAN BE FOUND IN THE DAVID AUSTIN 
SECTION

  TREE & PATIO ROSES 

FLORENTINA™ ARBOROSE®†, A mannerly climber that 
produces clusters of quartered red flowers. We are so pleased to 
add this rose to our offering as many of our customers are always 
looking for a very full petaled red climber. Very disease resistant, 
full blooms, with the no-fuss of growing on its own root. Simply a 
gorgeous rose! 7-10’  .......................................................... $29.99

FOURTH OF JULY™, Large ruffled semi-double blooms in  
velvet red striped with bright white. Sweet rose and fresh cut  
apple scent. Large showy clusters on vigorous 10-14’ canes.  
1999 AARS winner .............................................................. $34.99

GOLDEN OPPORTUNITY™, Large many-petaled blooms 
give off a light fruity scent that attracts butterflies and other 
pollinators. Its vine-like stems and foliage can take this beautiful 
rose to heights of over 10’ tall. Makes fine cutting flowers as well. 
Good disease resistance. 10’  .............................................. $34.99

GOLDEN SHOWERS®, This climber boasts elegant long buds 
and loose, ruffled, daffodil-yellow blooms with marron stamens. 
Sweet honey fragrance. 1957 AARS winner. 8-10’ canes .... $29.99

GOOD DAY SUNSHINE™, Double ruffled flowers are deep pure 
yellow with no fade, glossy deep green foliage and mild fruity 
fragrance. 8-10’  ................................................................. $29.99

HONEYMOON™ ARBOROSE®†, A dependable climber that 
will grow more and more magnificent with each passing year, 
adorning any garden with gorgeous white blushing blooms. 
Fantastic blackspot and powdery mildew resistance, its petal-
packed blooms create the kind of opulent look that rose growers 
everywhere dream of. Cold hardy growing on its own root, it is 
happy rambling over a fence or up a garden arch. Moderate, old 
fashioned rose fragrance. 6-8’ canes .................................. $34.99

CLIMBERS

Premium #1 grade  
hand-potted & hand-groomed
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18” and 24” Tree Roses
$59.00



RROOSSEESS  

Growing tips for success 
Roses prefer well drained slightly acidic soil 
The location should have 5 hours minimum direct sun 
(Roses will grow in shady places—they just won’t *bloom* 
well).  Good air circulation is important, but avoid windy 
sites. 
 
PLANTING: 
 
1) Dig the hole wider than the pot, and deep enough so 

the plant is not sitting higher than it was in the pot. 
2) Trim the fiber pot so that the rim is below the soil level 

of the ground. (plastic pots should be removed before 
planting) 

3) Set the pot or root ball in the soil so the bud union 
(knobbly part between roots and stems) is 1-2 inches 
below the soil level. 

 
WATERING: 
 
Newly planted roses should be watered once a week in hot 
dry weather.  (Established plants are remarkably drought 
tolerant). Mulch will help retain soil moisture and keep 
weeds down. 
 
PRUNING: 
 
Remove dead and crossed canes. Shape and thin for air 
circulation, and to encourage flower production 
• Heavy pruning is done in early spring, when the plant 

starts to show signs of growth 
• Use sharp pruners that leave no crushed stems or rag-

ged edges 
 
 - HYBRID TEAS and GRANDIFLORAS: Cut healthy stems 
to half their length, 12-24” in height 
 
 - FLORIBUNDAS: Old stems should be cut hard to just a 
few inches tall. New stems prune to shape 
 
 - MINIATURES: Cut healthy stems to half their length 
 
 - SHRUB & RUGOSAS: Trim to shape, removing no more 
than 1/3 of the total plant material.  Younger canes bloom 
better than old, thick canes 
 
 - CLIMBERS: Removed dead wood & withered shoot tips 
 
DEADHEADING: 
 
Removing spent blooms will encourage faster reblooming. 
It’s recommended to cut back to just above the first leaf 
with 5 leaflets.  
 
 

FERTILIZING: 
Feeding your rose May through August can encourage 
blooming. Avoid nitrogen fertilizers in the fall, as you don’t 
want to encourage fresh tender growth when cold weather 
is approaching.  Frequency depends on fertilizer type.  For 
example, liquids will be applied more often than granular.  
Consult the instructions on the package. 
 
DISEASE & INSECT CONTROL: 
 
Roses tend to be susceptible to black spot & powdery mil-
dew. Good air circulation is  important for plant health, and 
any watering should be applied to the soil, NOT the leaves. 
(Sprinklers encourage fungal problems).  There are a num-
ber of insects that can trouble roses. Some are easy to 
prevent & control, others are more tricky.  Bring samples 
and pictures if you’re unsure of what is plaguing your rose 
to the nursery, and we’ll help you choose the best options 
for fixing the issue. 
 
 
WINTER PROTECTION: 
 
Hybrid Teas, Grandifloras, Floribundas and Miniatures: 
After killing frost (late November to mid-December in Cen-
tral Ohio), mound soil, mulch, sawdust or woodchips over 
the center of the bush 12-18” deep to protect the crown. 
 
Shrubs and Rugosas: Good idea to protect them their first 
winter, though most are cold hardy enough that they need 
minimal or no protection in future winters. 
 
Climbers: Minimal protection needed, but mounding over 
the crown as in hybrid teas would be added insurance 
against a ‘polar vortex’ event. 
Tree Roses: 
When grown in the ground - 
1) Dig up one half of root system, and bend plant over 

into a trench deep and large enough to accommodate 
whole tree.  Cover all parts completely with soil and 
mulch. 

2) If site does not allow space for horizontal burying, 
carefully dig entire plant and trench as described 
above in another area, such as a vegetable garden or 
annual bed.  Replant in preferred site in April. 

When grown in containers - 
After killing frost, leave rose unpruned and move inside an 
unheated garage or shed in warmest spot.  Temperature 
range of 25-45F is optimal for maintaining dormancy.  Wa-
ter just enough so soil doesn’t dry out completely—once a 
month or so. Move outdoors in mid April and prune when it 
shows signs of new growth.  This method can be used for 
any type of rose grown in a container. 
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18” and 24” Tree Roses
$59.00
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